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Illegal saiko landings at Elmina port
Summary
•

In November 2019, the Government of Ghana committed to ending the highly destructive and illegal fishing
practice known as “saiko” and banning any vessel found to be engaging in saiko from fishing in Ghana’s waters.

•

Since this announcement, almost 400 saiko canoes have landed fish illegally at Elmina port, in full view of the
enforcement authorities. As many as 13 saiko canoes have landed in a single day.

•

Government-appointed fisheries observers are present on board all industrial trawlers, yet illegal saiko fishing
continues. The observer programme is reportedly compromised by bribery, threats and intimidation.

•

Urgent action is needed to eliminate saiko from Ghana’s waters to safeguard the livelihoods of 2.7 million
Ghanaians and avert an ecological and socio-economic crisis.

•

EJF is calling on the President to lead in taking action to ensure saiko is eradicated and avert the collapse of
Ghana’s coastal fisheries.

Aerial view of saiko canoes landing fish at Elmina port.
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Background
Definition:

Saiko is a destructive form of illegal fishing that is fuelling
the collapse of Ghana’s coastal fisheries on which over 2.7
million people depend for their livelihoods1. In the saiko
trade, industrial trawlers use prohibited nets and fish illegally
in inshore areas to catch species they are not licensed to
catch – such as the severely depleted small pelagics reserved
for local small-scale fishers2. The fish are frozen into blocks
and transferred at sea to specially adapted boats for sale back
to local communities for profit.

Saiko – the illegal trans-shipment (transfer)
of fish from industrial bottom trawlers to
purpose built canoes at sea.

Definition:

In 2017, an estimated 100,000 tonnes of fish were traded
illegally through saiko, with a landed value of over US$50
million3. With an estimated 60% of catches going unreported
in 2017, this represents a significant loss of revenue to the
state4. The lucrative saiko business is incentivising trawlers
to actively target species which should rather be caught by
local fishers. Much of the fish –99% of sardinella in blocks
of saiko fish surveyed5–are juveniles below the minimum
landing size, hindering the ability of fish populations to
recover and replenish.

Small pelagics – fish that live in the water
column as opposed to near or on the seabed.
Small pelagic fish are a critical food staple
across West Africa and component of catches
of small-scale fishers. They include species
such as anchovies and sardinella that are
usually found in coastal, inshore waters.

Saiko is prohibited under Ghana’s fisheries laws, attracting a fine of between US$100,000 and US$2 million6.
The minimum fine increases to US$1 million where catches involve juvenile fish or the use of prohibited fishing gears7.
Saiko is also prohibited at the regional level, under the framework of the Fisheries Committee for the West Central Gulf
of Guinea (FCWC)8, to which Ghana is a Contracting Party. Despite being illegal, saiko activities take place openly and
sanctions imposed are largely inadequate to deter offenders. Cases are generally settled through opaque out of court
settlement processes, with fines imposed at well below the statutory minimum and in some cases going unpaid9.
Scientists predict that key fish populations in Ghana could collapse as early as this year10 if urgent steps are not taken to
address illegalities such as saiko. Landings of sardinella, the staple catch of small-scale fishers, have declined by 80% over
the past two decades11. The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) has recommended the closure of the
sardinella fishery shared between Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo and Benin to allow fish populations to recover12.

Current status of saiko

Excerpt from the Budget Statement and
Economic Policy of the Government of
Ghana for the 2020 Financial Year
718. Mr. Speaker, the Ministry will intensify the
implementation of the Fisheries Act 2002, (Act 625)
to ensure that domestic, regional and international
laws that prohibit IUU fishing are strictly enforced
through the following:

In the Government of Ghana’s Budget Statement and
Economic Policy for the 2020 Financial Year, presented
to Parliament on 13 November 2019, the government
committed to ending saiko and banning any vessel caught
engaging in saiko from operating in the country’s waters.
On 15 November 2019, the Ghana Industrial Trawlers
Association informed the Ministry of Fisheries and
Aquaculture Development of its decision to suspend saiko13,
despite it having always been illegal14.

•	fishing vessels involved in any form of IUU fishing
shall be surcharged and prevented from fishing in
the Ghanaian Economic Exclusive Zone;
•	artisanal canoe involved in IUU fishing shall be
surcharged and banned from receiving premix fuel;
and
•	all domestic and international fleet that are
involved in “Saiko” fishing (i.e. transhipment at sea)
shall be banned from fishing in Ghanaian waters.

In spite of government and industry commitments, saiko
landings continue to take place at Elmina port, the hub for the
illegal trade on Ghana’s coast. Daily in-person monitoring
by EJF has observed almost 400 saiko canoes landing fish at
Elmina since the announcements last November.
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During this period, an average of 11 saiko canoes have landed fish illegally each week, with as many as 13 saiko canoes
landing in a single day (Figure 1). Evidence obtained by EJF indicates that the larger saiko canoes are now most active.
A large saiko canoe can land up to 4,000 blocks or 44 tonnes of fish in a single trip15, the equivalent of around 800 artisanal
fishing trips16.
Footage from Elmina port on 26 June 2020 (Figures 2 and 3) shows that saiko canoes, weighed down with illegally transshipped fish caught by industrial trawlers, continue to land in full view of the enforcement agencies. The magnitude and
openness of landings raises serious concerns as to the government’s willingness to eradicate the trade and the capacity
of the observer programme to stop illegal fishing. Each industrial trawler is now mandated to have a fisheries observer
onboard to report on illegalities at sea17, however, investigations have revealed that the system is compromised by bribery,
threats and intimidation18. Each saiko canoe that lands at Elmina is evidence of an illegal trans-shipment at sea carried out
in defiance of the observer system.
The Ghana National Canoe Fishermen Council (GNCFC), the representative association of small-scale fishers, and civil
society have called on Ghana’s President to lead and ensure all necessary actions are taken to end saiko fishing for good19.
Urgent action is needed to eliminate saiko, to safeguard livelihoods and food security at a time when coastal communities
are especially vulnerable due to the COVID-19 pandemic. If saiko is not stopped, the ensuing ecological and socio-economic
crisis will likely spell disaster for fishing communities across Ghana’s coast.

Figure 1:
Daily landings of saiko canoes at Elmina port from November 2019 to June 2020
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Figure 2:
A saiko canoe unloads blocks of fish trans-shipped from an industrial trawler (Elmina, Ghana - 26 June 2020)

Figure 3:
A saiko canoe unloads blocks of fish trans-shipped from an industrial trawler (Elmina, Ghana - 26 June 2020)
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